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CAR AND DRIVER ROAD TEST

Dfirsulr240z
Datsun dicln't inttent the oaerhead cam engine, ar disc braAet,

ar independent saspensictn bat it hat a habit of incorporating

these sophisticated systens intrt brilliantly conceiaed arcd easilT alfordable cars

!he difference hetween the Dalstrn 2402
I and your everyday three-and-a-half

thousand dollar sports car is that about
twice as much thinking went into the Dat-
sun. It shows. For: the money the 2402 is an

almost brilliant car.
The people at Datsun balk at calling the

2402 a sports car. To them it's a "personal"
GT car. Even so, they know pelfectly well
who the customers will be-sports car buy-
s1s-2dvgntupesome young Americans who
were collecting their dollars for an Opel GT
or MGB-GT or Porsche 914 until some-

thing better came along and changed their'

minds. Still, the "personal" GT car descrip-
tion somehow fits. It sepalates the Datsun
from whimsical, sLrperficial sports cars like
the Opel CT and moves it off into a matllre
class of automobiles that has more to of-
fer than just amusement. The Z-car, as it
has conre to be called, is a very real trarts-
portation automobile, meant as much for
coast-to-coast journeys as it is for playing
around on idyllic summer days. Datsun is

probabiy light. The Z-car really isn't a

sports car,
It is exactly the kind of car we have come

to expect from Datsun, however. You can't
really consider Datsun to be an inn6va[e1-
it didn't invent the overhead cam engine or
disc brakes or independent suspension-but
it is one of the most ambitious car manu-
facturers alive these days and it has a habit
of incorporating these sophisticated systems

into easily afiordable cars. The budget-
priced PI-510 sedan is the envy of all its
competitors, and the vitality in the engine
and gearbox of the 2000 sports car makes a
Triumph feel like a first-round loser in the

soapbox derby. With that kind of siblings.
the Z-car would naturally be a gifted per-
former',

And it is. Curiously, a double standard
has grown rrp through the years concerning
sports cars and equivalently priced family
sedans-the sedans are always more power-
fu1. Not so with the Z-car.It will keep right
up with your neighbor's Bonneville and
leave all of the sports cars in its class scut-
tling along in the slow lane. At Orange
County Raceway the test car ran through
the quarter in 16.1 seconds at 86.5 mph-
more than one second and 9 mph quicker
than a Triumph TR6. It is also several mph
faster than a 2Jiter Porsche 9 I 1T, although
the elapsed time is not quite as good because

the Z-car continues Datsun's practice of
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using axle ratios suitable for the Bonneville
salt flats.

Of course, it should also be obvious that
the Z-car continues Datsun's practice of us-

ing exceptionally powerful engines-in this
case a 2.4-liter single-overhead-cam Six. It's
a new engine for Datsun-yet not really
new because it is actually one-and-a-half of
the Fours used in the PL510 sedan. With
the help of two SUs and a 9.0-to-one com-
pression ratio it generates l5l horsepower
at 5600 rpm, and if you are so inclined you
can turn it all the way to 7000 rpm before
you hit the led line. We aren't inclined,
however'. Like all Datsuns, the torque curve
is as flat as Nebraska and the engine noise is

so unpleasant above 6500 that there is jttst

no reason to ever go up there,
Datsun tackles the exhaust emission prob-

lem with three separate external devices:

an air pump to inject air into the exhaust
manifold, a valve that admits air into the
intake manifold immediately after the throt-
tle is closed to aid combustion of fuel that is
already in the manifold; and a diaphragm
which prevents the throttle from closing for
several seconds after you lift your foot off
the accelerator. Only one of these is notice-
able to the driver-the last item. It keeps

engine speed too high, making smooth up-
shifts impossible, and seriously detracts
from the pleasure of driving. Throttle r-e-

sponse, particularly at low speeds. also suf-
fers, due to subtleties of the system.

ln most other ways the Z-car is kind to its
driver. The steering effort is moderate; the

shifting motions are light and acceptably
precise; and the driving position is excellent.
The brakes-discs in front and leading/
trailing shoes in finned aluminum drums at
the rear-stop the car well enough, 259 feet
(0.83G) from 80 mph, but very high pedal
effort is required for a panic stop. In addi-
tion, the system is spongy and offers very
little feel to help the driver control lock-up.
In the rain things get even wol'se-at least

in the test car. Water somehow splashes up
onto the braking surfaces and sharply re-

duces stopping ability. In this respect the

Z-car is not satisfactory.
The Datsun's suspension system-a fully

independent MacPherson strut arrangement
both front and rear-also has a few quirks'
The test car would understeer more in right
than in left turns. You would never notice it

(Text continued on page 92;
Specificatiotts ov erleal )
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PRICE AS TESTED dollars x 1000

DATSUN 24OZ
lmporter: Datsun U-S.A.

137 E. Alondra Blvd.
Gardena, Calif. 90247

Vehicle type: Front engine, rear-wheel-drive,
z-passenger coupe

Price as tested: $3601-0O
(Manufacturer's suggested retail price, includ-
ing all options listed below, Federal excise
tax, dealer preparation and delivery charges,
does not include state and local taxes. license
or freight charges)

Options on test car: Base car, $3526; dealer
preparation, $75.OO

ENGIN E

Type: 6-in-line, water-cooled, cast iron block
and aluminum head,7 main bearings

Bore x stroke. .3.27 x2.9Q in,83.0 x73.7 mm
Displacement .. . 146.0 cu in, 2393 cc
Compression ratio.... ......9.0 to one
Carburetion. ...2 x 1-bbl S-U.
Valve gear..... -.Chain-driven single overhead

camshaft
Power (SAE).
Torque (SAE).. .. .. .. .

Specific power output
63.2 bhp/liter

151 bhp @ 5600 rpm
146 lb-ft @ 4400 rpm
......1.03 bhp/cu in,

DRIVETRAIN

Transmission . .. .4-soeed. all-svnchro
Final drive ratio.... .......3.36-to one
Gear Ratio Mph/IOOO rpm Max. test speed
| 3.55 6.0 42 mph (7OOO rpm)
ll 2.2O 9.7 68 mph (7000 rpm)
f ll 1.42 15.1 105 mph(7000 rpm)
f V 1.OO 27.4 109 mph (51OO rpm)

DIMENSIONS AND CAPACITIES
Wheelbase. .........9O.7 in
Track, F/R. . .. . .53.3/53.0 in
Length. . .. . 162.8 in
Width.. ......64.1in
Height... ....50.5 in
Groundclearance....... ........6.3in
Curb weight. .. .. . . .2330 lbs
Weight distribution, F/R... .... .. ..5O.5/49.57o
Battery capacity........... 12 volts, 55 amp/hr
Alternatorcapacity. ........54Owatts
Fuel capacity.. .. ....15.9 gal
Oil capacity.. .........4.4qts
Water capacity ........8-4 qts

SUSPENSION
F: Ind., MacPherson strut, coil springs, anti-

swav bar
R: Ind.-, MacPherson strut, coil springs

STEERING
Type.. . ... ..Rack and pinion
T-uins lock-to-1ock. .. .. . ........ .. .2.6
Turning circle curb-to-curb. . .. .. .. .. -. .33-O ft

BRAKES
F:. . . .. . .. . . 10.7-in disc. power assist
R:..... 9.0 x I.58.in finned drum. oowerassist

WHEELS AND TIRES
Wheel size.... ....14 x 4.5"in
Wheel tvDe. ... .stamDed sleel. 4-bolt
ltre maKeano stze..-.uilogeslone l/3 5K l4
Tire tvpe. . .. .... . Radial Olv, tubeless
f est Inllatlon pressures, r/H.. .. .. . .26/26 psl
Tire load rating. . . .. 1230 lbs per tire @ 32 psi

power a ssi st

PERFORMANCE
Zero to

3O mph
Secon d s

.2.5

10.6
13.4

.........17.4

.. .. .. .. .22.4
.16.1 sec @ 86.5 mph

....1O9mph
.. . . .. .259 ft (O.83 G)
mpg on premiu m fuel
..........3O2 334mi

s

70 mph.,
80 mph..
9O mph. .

i0O mph..

Max recommended engine speed-..7OOO rpm

Standing r/a-mile........
Top speed (observed). .

8O-O mph.
Fuel miieage. ....79 2l
Cruising range. . . ......
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DATSUN 24OZ
Top speed,observed 109 mph
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VOLKSWAGEN MICROBUS

(Continucd f rotn page 77)

and the pigs were all over me. checking
me for tabs and keys. They couldn't find
anything, but that didn't stop those police-

state stornltroopers from ptttting a bust on
me. And you know for what? For a lousy
little infraction Iike driving the wrong
way on the freeway, which yotl straights
do every day in yottr fat-ass caddies and

-cet a',4,ay with. So I am stoned and I take

an on-ramp backwards in my little bus

and the next thing I know I'm being
hassled by the pigs. That's your fascist
lacist america for yott!

It's almost as bad everywhere else. I
have driven my bus across the countt'y
three times and each time Big Brother has

hassled me for something. My long hair,
my freaky clothes, my parole violations.
Once I was husted becatrse the pigs were

attracted to my bus because of the peace

symbols on the side and then they found
my sawed-ofi l2-gau-qe Remington some
guys in the Hayward Angels had given me

to protect myself. I mean man, those guys

have a strict moral code and nobotl-v

hassles theml Those pigs took my 12-gauge
away before I had a chance to fight.

The bus is groovy for anarchy too. It
holds a mimeograph machine just perfect
and we can rlrn through a neighborhood
about 40 mph with a couple of cats grind-
ing away on the mir.neo with back doors
open and it's just like dropping leaflets
from an airplane. Freaky.

A Volkswa-een bus symbolizes freedom.
It is perfectly functional; like it is the
young American Revolutionaries' counter-
part to the Russian tractor. Srrre, a whole
lot of fake cop-out types like the surfet's
and reactionary establishment college skin-
heads use them. But among us it means
truth and commitment and the right to
freak out and get away from the uptight
racists who run this collntrv. I mean. ntan,

just give me my bus, a groovy chick, a

jtrg of muscatel and a few Reds and I'll
put down vibes you wouldn't believe.

Now a whole lot of straights don't
understand the revolutionary-anarchistic-
freak-out-head-scene and I'm perfectly
willing to acknowledge that, providing
they understand that when we take over,
they are going to have to change their'
ways unless they want to get offed like all
the cats they offed just because they didn't
agree with them! It's only right. Comes

the Revolution we'll all be sitting around
stoned, plugged into heavy music and tak-
ing art in a century-long freak-out. Two-
thousand one! Organic!

I'm only hoping my bus lasts. Sure, a

lot of cats are driving around in older
models and I confess that sometimes this
bugs me. After all, when you get oft the

trip for new things you get conscious abottt
good things like older buses and about how
much more meaningful they are. Funny,
what a shuck the older generation is, yet

how groovy older buses at'e. It may have

something to do with my being a Capri-
corn. Saturn rules in the Tenth si-en of the
Zodiac and Capricorn rules the knees. I
mean, who needs to know all that bullshit
history about decadent western civilization
when you can know beautifr'rl things about
Capricorn. Celestial.

I had this one bummer with mY Volks-
wagen. One weekend me and a couple of
guys split for the desert to rap about the

revolution and drop a little acid under the

stars. Well what the hell happens but a

sandstorm. which woofed and whistled
around my bus for about two hours while
we were all stoned inside thinking the earth
is stopping. What a bum trip! Anyway,
when the wind died down, I discovered
that it had polished the VW's paintwork
like a baby's ass. It looked newl Man. it
messed my mind, looking at mY old bus

and seeing it shiny like it belonged to some

rich establishment kid. At first I thotrght
I'd lay out some bread to have it re-
painted, then Fritz says, "We'll paint the

freaking thing ourselves!" I told him I
didn't want any of that fake psychedelic
freakout shit on it because every houservife
in sausalito is driving aronnd in a btts
painted so it looks like the Merry Prank-
sters went after it with stencils. Tltat's a

bnmmerl
So one sunny afternoon we get Fritz

and Betty, Shiek and Mona and MurPh
and a whole lot of groovy people together
u,ith this five-gallon barrel of olive drab
military paint somebody got somewhere
and freaked out on some "Mother's Little
Helper" and a few jugs of vin rose. Broom
city! we all got to sloshing around on
that VW with these kitchen brooms and
before anyone knew it, we'd covered ev-
erything, tires, hubcaps, windows, every-
thing. N{an, we had good vibes that day.
Except we couldn't see where we were
going very well with the heavy paint on
the windows and the pigs nailed us on the
freeway again. What a bummerl Those
pigs laid a rap on us for not being able
to see out the windows-as if we v,anled
to look at their filthy, despoiled, smog-
covered landscape in the first place!

Bnt comes the Revolution and it'll all
be different. When the signs are conjunct-
ing right and the vibes are good, someday
the straights will hear this low rumble over
the hills. It'I1 be us, the young freak army,
descending on them and their splitlevel
racist hell with our painted-out bttses and
our l2-gauge Rerningtons blazing otrt the
windows. Freaky! And Leon Trotsky and
Capricorn and all those stoned. Bum-
mers... Mao... truth...

El. rrota: At tltis point Mr. Firtn's hund-
v'riting ltecante illegible antl subseqttettt
attempts lo contact ltinz at his Palrrt
Sprirrgs rttailing address ltave brottgltt no
resu It.

DATSUN 24OZ

(Cortlirurcd f ront page 68)
on the road but on the test track the car was
very well balanced when cornering to the
left but would plow heavily when turning
right. There is no reason that this should be

typical of all of the Z-cars. The test car had
expanders between several coils in the left
front spring to overcome a sag, and the

asynrmetric handling can probably be

blamed on that spring. We don't know what
to blame for the poor directional stability,
however. When you'd like to be going
straight down the road the Z-car would
rather weave back and forth. The wiggies
21s 5rn3ll-n6d they seem to correct thenl-
5slvg5-tlut they are annoying, nonetheless.

Neither Datsun nor we are entirely satis-
fied with the choice of tiles. Bridgestone 175

SR 14 radials were selected as standard
equipment because of their good handling
characteristics. but they are also lesponsible
for an abnormally high level of road noise,

particularly over tar strips and small bumps.
The ride quality of the Z-car is actually
quite comfoltable for a sporting car of its

class but the noise tends to make you think
otherwise. Knowing this, Datsttn engineers

were deeply involved in tire testing at the

tirne of our road test and hoped to have a

more compatible tire before very many
Z-cars were imported.

White there are problems in the chassis

that still must be wolked out. it's an alto-
gether different story in the cockpit. At
times during the test we found oLrrseh'es be-

ing very critical of the Z-car-judging
harshly where it fell short of perfection-
and completely forgetting that it sells for'

$3601. It seems far more expensive than
any competitive similarly-priced sports car
We ale back to the double 51nndn1d for
fanrily cars and sports cats again. The Z-car
has certain qualities that up to now were

available only in sedans or very expensive

GT cars. Silence is the best example. The
engine noise level in the Datsun under nor-
mal operating conditions is roughly equal to
that of an American intermediate sedan.

which is to say that you hardly know it's
there. That doesn't seem like a monumental
achievement except that no one else in this
price class has ever done it before.

And the 2402 is very comfortable which
also makes it seem more expensive. The
bucket seats are elaborately contoured and
wrap alound you slightly to keep you from
sliding around. The backrest angle is ad-
justable in notches lhrough a small range so

you can find a position that suits. Head
loom, leg room and shoulder room a[e I

ample and the final little detail that nrakes
it just right is the dead pedal.

The feeling of getting yolrr money's
worth is reintorced by the complete instrtr-
mentation and rather complex looking con-
trols. The speedometer (which for some

lcason starts at 20 mph) and the 8000-rpm
(Contintred overleaf)

CAR and DRIVER



DATSUN 24OZ

(Continucd lront page 92)
tach are directly in front of the driver', and

all of the normal small gauges and a clock
are angled toward him from three pods cen-

trally located on top of the instrument pan-

el. A curious rod projects out of the right
sicie of the steering column which has tut'n-
type switches for lights and windshield
wipers and a button for the washers on its

outer end. It works quite well when you get

rused to it bLrt its biggest advanta-ee is that it
can be easily reached, even when yoll are

strapped in with the shoulder belt. On the

console are two levers that look like they
should be for loweling the Ianding gear or
adjusting the flaps-it turns out that one is

a hand throttle and the other is the choke
(the 2402 always has to be choked to start).

The 2402 is obviously well conceived by

standards univelsal to good automobiles bttt
there has been an East-West struggle in the

interior trim. When you consider the tre-
mendous cultural differences between the

Japanese and the Americans it's surprising
that any automotive styling could bridge the

two. ln sorre areas, like the 1953 Tijuana
quilted vinyl on the console and on the sides

of the luggage area and yellow wood rim on
the steering wheel, the difference in taste is

c0nspicuolrs. The instrument panel, too, hils

a characteristic flavor that is found in all
Datsuns. It's a one-piece affair, molded of
soft energy absorbing plastic foam, and

deeply contottred in a way that suggests

nothing but a Datsun instrument panel: Not
GT car in the fashion originated by the Ital-
ians, not 2-ton nickelodeon in the style
championed by Detroit, but just plain Dat- "

snn. Elsewhere, the Z-car seems interna-
t:iona1 in its appearance. The exteriol styl-
ing is smooth and appropriately GTJike,
drawing remarks like, "That's not a Datsun,
is it?" and "Man, how much did that thing
cost ya?" It's obviously attractive enough to
generate a little envy in everyone who sees

it and that is at least half the valtre of any

autorlobile other than a 4-door sedan.

But while they are envyin-e you for hav-
ing a sports car the Z-car doesn't shackle
you with the normal sports car limitations.
Not only is it comfortabie and quiet but it
also has a generous lttggage area. From just

behind the seats all the way back to the lear
of the car is a flat area that will easily carry
enough luggage for two people. Tie-down
straps have been provided to secure small
objects that like to roll around. And load-
ing is easy because of the huge tailgate' It
would be handier if the seat backs would
fold forward so that small things could be

unloaded from the front. As it is, the head-

rests are so high that there is little room left
for passing bulky objects around them. Even
so, rhe 2402 sets the new standard for utility
in 2-passenger cars oi this Price.

And it is inevitable that we should come

back to price because that ultimately
decides the desilability of any car. At the

time of the test the Z-car followed Datsun's
typical pricing policy for its sporting cars-
evelything is standard equipment. Every
car. as it comes from the factory, has radial
ply tires and an excellent push-button AM
radio with a power antenna. It's as simple
as that. There will be options in the future'
however'. Tinted glass and a heated rear
winclow will soon be available.

Plice is the least of the Z-car's problems

-and 
it does have a few problems' Al-

thoLrgh it is splendidly conceived, we have

the feeling that it's not qtrite done yet. There
is an annoying vibration somewhere in the

drivetrain that you feel under full power,

and as near as we can tell it is present in
varying degrees in all cars. And as we men-
tioned before, the brakes are sensitive to
splashed-up water which is a serious defi-
ciency. Still, we are optimistic. After the test

we sat down in a truth-telling session with
the key nren of Datsun USA, the importer,
and they were intent on hearing any criti-
cisms that we might put forth. It turned out
that they were aware of every weakness that
we had found and were working closely
with the main engineering department in
Japan to find solutions. We are confident
that they will succeed. Since they were obvi-
ously bright enough technically to bring the

Z-car this far along, the final rung on the

ladder is within easy reach.
Even as it is, the 2402 is worth its price.

Just between you and us, when Datsun gets

it all straightened around, it might be worth
a little more.

HONDA 13OO

(Cotttintted lrortt page 64)
front sheetmetal. which is bolted to the

tunderstructure and should therefore limit
the cost of repairs. The body styling is not
particularly flavorsome, but is generally
welI proportioned-although width has

been limited in keeping with Japan's road
tax strlrctrlre.

Aclult Americans will find the interior a

trifle close, especially when four passengefs

are carried, but those who buy the 1300

may take comfort in the furnishings, which
are good except for the poor anchoring and
fit of the floor carpets. Also a plus is the
Safety Standards shock absorbing dash, bttt
you probably won't like the pedals, which
are too far back, and offset to the side. The
front seats have adjustable headrests, and

recline completely-for whatever that is

worth. in a small car.
Technical innovations and straight-line

performance (both of which the Honda
has) are one thingl the subtleties of road
manners and general good behavior are

something else. And the difference is easily
found by taking the Honda I300 out into
the cold, cruel world-where the car is, in
many lespects, deeply disappointing. The
clutch is as good a place as any to start,
and while the pedal action is light and
smooth, getting the car moving either for-
ward or back is accompanied by the shud-
clering shakes like we haven't seen since we
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drove a pre-1949 Ford with loose motor
alignment rods. Also, there are the balky'
ineftectual synchronizers in the transmis-
sion to completely overwhelm the benefits

of well-chosen r-atios and an almost unbeat-
able shift lever action. The errant synchro-
nizers are particularly annoying when it be-

comes impossible to get into low gear witb-
out first banging it into second, and when
engagement is incomplete after an upshift
and the box pops back into neutral.

Both braking and steering systems are

affiicted with an exasperating remoteness.

Brakir-rg power is adequate, but the lack of
anti-dive in the front suspension lets the
car's nose droop almost to the point of
stabbing the bumper into the pavement.
And in the process of pulling the car down
from speed, somethin-c in the brakes goes

all greasy and no amolrnt of force appliecl

at the pedal will bring either front or rear
blakes to "lock-up."

These little excitements in the Honda's
brakes pale to insignificance compared to
the thrills you get from the steerin-e. To
start with, the steeling damper damps too
much, and gives the driver no road feel
whatever. Add to that an insufficient
amount of caster to make the car run tltle
and/or provide a self-centering effect-and
a steering latio that seems too clumsily slow
for low-speed maneuvering, yet becomes
overly sensitive at 70-80 mph. The Honda

1300 will, in consequence to all these things,
go far faster than you will want to drive it.

Apart from the steering, the carlroad
connection is not too bad. The lack of roll
dan-rping causes the whole thing to 'rilt back

end forlh like a round bottom boat catrght

in a rip tide, but the lide is soft and com-
fortable if yor-r don't try to drive fast. There
do not appear to be any fwd effects in the

steering, btrt then there aren't .r/?) effects

that reacb the wheel, and the overall level
of corrrering power are as good as may be

expected considering the mediocre tires. The
best part of it al1 is the abundance of sound

deadenin-c material and lack of road harsh-
ness-which lends a real aura of quality to
the car.

The suspension is better than the brakes

-and 
the engine is the best of all. It's as

g()od. ()r'better. lhan anything presently

available in this price/performance class. It
is quiet, and more so than the majority of
cast-iron, water-cooled engines that develop
about half its specific otltput. It also man-
ages excellent flexibility, with a fine balance

hetween lorqtte and maximum power. and

a docility that seems oddly out of char-
acter with almost I.5 hp per cubic inch. It
starts and runs in a most civilized manner,
and seems immune to the worst kind of
abuse. lt hauls the car down the road like
the Wabash Cannonball, and we think it is

certain that the Honda 1300 will be highly
regarded for the goodness of ils power unit

a
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